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Abstract
We present a novel solution to streaming XPath
query evaluation, capable of supporting forward and
reverse axes queries. We show a conversion of an
XPath query to a Visibly Pushdown Automaton that
preserves the semantics of the query. It was shown in
[1] that such a construction results in an automation
suitable for efficient streaming query evaluation. We
also show that the constructed automaton is polyno-
mial in size of the query when negated predicates are
disallowed.
1 Introduction
XML has emerged as the standard format for the ex-
change of data across the internet. As such, querying
XML documents is an important question; that is,
we would like to efficiently, both in terms of space
and time, be able to search a given XML document
for structural and textual patterns.
Xpath is a query language that returns sets of po-
sitions in an XML document that answers the query.
Xpath query evaluation has been explored in both
streaming and non-streaming settings. Traditional
Xpath query engines [2] work by first loading an XML
document into memory before querying. There are
two important cases where this approach is not prac-
tical. First, if the document size is very large, there
may not be enough memory to hold to whole docu-
ment while executing the query without experiencing
degraded performance due to heavy paging. Second,
if the XML data arrives continuously, as with stream-
ing stock market information, loading the whole doc-
ument into memory is simply not feasible. We would
like to be able to evaluate Xpath queries on an XML
document in a streaming fashion, that is, evaluate
the query by inspecting an XML document one tag
at a time, and storing the least amount of information
necessary to answer the query.
There have been many attempts at solving the
streaming XPath problem. Most focus on a con-
struction that captures some subset of the W3C rec-
ommendation on XPath [3]. Our approach is similar
and we focus on Core XPath, a logical core of XPath,
defined in [2]. Previous work in streaming XML has
relied on algorithms that use ad hoc data structures
to keep track of patterns that have been partially
matched by nodes in a streaming XML document [4].
Our approach is novel in that it is an automata theo-
retic approach to the streaming XML problem. The
automaton we construct in this paper formalizes the
partial matches for an arbitrary XPath query in a
uniform fashion.
VPAs are an extension of the well known automa-
tion model called Pushdown Automata (PDA). The
VPA model was introduced by Madhusudan and Alur
in [1]; in this model, the input alphabet is the union
of three disjoint alphabets and a character’s member-
ship in a particular alphabet determines which stack
operations are legal when that character is read by
the automation. This model naturally captures the
open-closed tag relationship exhibited by an XML,
where one may push onto the stack at an open tag
event and pop at the arrival of the corresponding
close tag event. Madhusudan and Viswanathan have
also shown that efficient streaming query algorithms
are attainable, if the query is expressed as a query
VPA [5].
Our objective is to precisely represent a Core
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Xpath (cXPath) expression with a VPA that is suit-
able for use in streaming XPath query evaluation.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We provide a conversion procedure that trans-
lates a cXPath expression into a VPA. This con-
struction preserves the semantics of the query,
leading to an automaton that captures the exact
XPath query.
• Show the worst-case and average case complexity
and prove correctness of the above construction.
The rest of the paper will be organized as follows.
In section 2 we show that a well-formed XML doc-
ument can naturally be viewed as a properly nested
string. This observation provides the motivation for
using VPAs for streaming query evaluation purposes.
In section 3 we discuss Xpath and its capabilities of
expressing a query and the subset of XPath which
will be addressed in this paper called Core Xpath
which was introduced in [2]. It is the semantics of
cXPath that we will capture with the VPA model of
automation. In section 4 we provide the intuition for
the conversion process from a cXPath expression to
VPA, describe the formal conversion process, and in
section 5 we discuss its complexity and correctness.
2 XML String Interperation
In this section we show it is a natural to interpret
an XML document as a properly nested string. A
detailed discussion of this notion is provided in [6].
2.1 XML to Properly Nested Strings
Suppose we are given a well-formed XML document
D. We may write D = (V,E) where V is the set
of nodes in D and E is the set of edges in D. We
will assume that we have the following function on
D, nodes : D → V which returns the set of nodes in
document D.
We will show that there is a natural interpretation
of D as a properly nested string. This provides moti-
vation for use of VPAs as our choice of automation to
approach this problem since VPAs naturally handle
the structure of nested strings by reading the word
left to right, pushing on open tags and popping on
close tags.
Given an XML documentD, let Σ be the collection
of the open tags of D and let Σ¯ be the set of closed
tags.
Definition 1. We say a string over the alphabet Σ∪
Σ¯ is properly nested if it is generated by the grammar:
WM → aXa¯
X → aXa¯ | XX | ǫ.
Figure 1: WM represents the start variable, a is any
element in Σ, ǫ is the empty string.
We will denote the language of this grammar as
WM(Σ) and we will denote the set of all trees with
nodes labeled by Σ as T (Σ).
Define φ : T (Σ) → WM(Σ) as follows. For a tree
T ∈ T (Σ) with a single node labeled a, φ(T ) = aa¯.
For a tree T with root a and subtrees T1, ..., Tk,
φ(T ) = aφ(T1)...φ(Tk)a¯. Define φ
′ : WM(Σ) →
T (Σ) as follows. For aa¯ ∈ WM(Σ), φ′(aa¯) is the
tree consisting of a single node labeled a. And for
w = aw1...wka¯ ∈ WM(Σ), φ
′(w) is the tree rooted
at a with subtrees φ′(w1), ..., φ
′(wk). These mappings
are clearly inverse operations.
Proposition 1. There is a one-to-one, onto map φ :
T (Σ)→WM(Σ)
Proof. The mappings described above are injections
from T (Σ)→WM(Σ) and WM(Σ)→ T (Σ).
Thus, given a well-formed XML document, we may
without ambiguity speak of the properly nested word
the document represents. We adopt this view of an
XML document as a properly nested string for the
remainder of this paper.
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3 XPath
3.1 XPath Introduction
XPath is a means of specifying positions of an XML
document. W3C provides an XPath recommenda-
tion that contains quite a bit of power, including
string manipulation and arithmetical operation sup-
port. We will not be discussing the full XPath rec-
ommendation in this paper, but rather a logical core
of the W3C recommendation that supports the full
power to specify location paths in an XML document.
Core XPath was originally introduced in [2]. In
their paper, they show that there exist algorithms
that evaluate Core Xpath expressions in polynomial
time with respect to the document size and query
size. They also discuss a main memory implemen-
tation of their top-down XPath query processor and
show that it performs well in practice. The challenges
in efficient XML query processing discussed in the in-
troduction show that a main memory implementation
is not a satisfactory solution for all XML documents.
We will focus on cXPath expressions and show that a
polynomial space VPA construction exists that pre-
serves the meaning of the query and this construction
will be suitable for use in efficient streaming Xpath
query evaluations.
cXPath operates by specifying complex location
paths that are the composition of simpler expressions.
The simplest expression in cXPath is called a step. A
step is always of the form χ :: a or /χ :: a, where χ is
an axis and a is the label of every query answer; ad-
ditionally we may specify an optional predicate. Ex-
pressions with a predicate specified are of the form
/χ :: a[π], where π is an arbitrary cXPath expression.
An axis is essentially a binary relation on the XML
tree (e.g child, descendent, ancestor etc.). An axis
can be either forward or backwards; in a forward axis
an answer to the query always occurs after the root
of a solution’s path relative to the document order.
An axis that is not forward is said to be backwards. A
number of streaming XPath engines including XSQ
[7] and Vitex [4] provide automation models that cap-
ture a subset of XPath containing only forward axes.
3.2 Core XPath
A cXPath expression is generated by the grammar
described in figure 2.
cXPath : path | /path
path: step(/step)∗
step: χ :: a | χ :: a[pred]
pred: cXPath | pred ′and′ pred |
pred ′or′ pred | not(pred)
Figure 2: Grammar generating Core XPath. cXPath
is the start variable.
The semantics of a cXPath expression are defined
by a function S→. But before we can describe S→ we
must define a few functions. For the following defini-
tions, D is an XML document with nodes labeled by
elements of Σ, N ⊆ nodes(D) and a ∈ Σ.
The first function we define is a means of passing
from a set of nodes in a given document to the set of
nodes in the document related to the given set by a
specified axis.
Definition 2. Define a function χ : 2nodes(D) →
2nodes(D) where χ(N) = {n0 ∈ nodes(D) | ∃n ∈ N :
(n, n0) ∈ χ}
Note that χ can be either a binary relation or a
function, depending on the context.
Next, we define a function that returns sets of
nodes with a specified label.
Definition 3. Define a function, τ : (Σ ∪ {⋆}) →
2nodes(D) such that τ(a) = {n ∈ nodes(D) |
node n is labeled a} and τ(⋆) := nodes(D).
We are ready to define the semantics of a cXPath
expression, this is described in figure 3. Again, D is
an XML document and N ⊆ nodes(D).
Core XPath expressions are all evaluated relative
to some context, which is essentially a set of nodes
from a given document. A context for a step in a
location path is the resultant set of nodes from eval-
uating the step preceding it. For example, consider
the cXPath expression child :: a/parent :: b. The
context for parent :: b, is the result of evaluating
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S→[χ :: a](N) := χ(N) ∩ τ(a)
S→[/χ :: a](N) := χ({root}) ∩ τ(a)
S→[χ :: a[π]](N) := χ(N) ∩ τ(a) ∩ P (π)
S→[/χ :: a[π]](N) := χ({root}) ∩ τ(a) ∩ P (π)
S→[π/χ :: a[π
′]](N) := χ(S→[π](N)) ∩ τ(a) ∩ P (π
′)
S←(χ :: a[π]) := χ
−1(τ(a) ∩ P (π))
S←(/π) =
{
nodes(D) if root ∈ S←(π)
∅ if root /∈ S←(π)
S←(χ :: a[π
′]/π) := χ−1(τ(a) ∩ P (π′) ∩ S←(π))
P (π or π′) := P (π) ∪ P (π′)
P (π and π′) := P (π) ∩ P (π′)
P (not(π)) := nodes(D) ∩ P (π)
P (π) := S←(π)
Figure 3: Semantics defining a cXPath expression.
child :: a which is the set of all a children in the
document. For some XML document D, we say that
n ∈ nodes(D) is an anchor of the cXPath expression
π if S→(π, {n}) 6= ∅. We say n ∈ nodes(D) is a solu-
tion to cXPath expression π if n ∈ S→(π, nodes(D))
Proposition 2. Suppose π is a cXPath expression
and N ⊆ nodes(D) for an XML document D. And
suppose further that S→(π,N) is non-empty. Then,
there is some n ∈ N that is an anchor for π.
4 Machine Construction
4.1 Star-Dollar Words
The automation we describe to represent a cXPath
expression will accept what we call star-dollar words,
which we motivate and define in this section.
Consider the simple cXPath expression /child ::
a/child :: b/child :: c and XML document D with
properly nested string representation w and assume
S→(/child :: a/child :: b/child :: c, nodes(D)) is non
empty. The proposition of the last section tells us
that there is an anchor n ∈ nodes(D) to the query.
We may conclude that each step returns a non empty
set of nodes, for if not there would be a step with an
empty context and thus the query would evaluate to
the empty set.
This motivates the dollar in star-dollar word.
While we are processing w the VPA we construct
makes a non-deterministic guess that some input
character is an anchor for the expression. This guess
is the dollar in star-dollar word.
Since we know the label all answer nodes will pos-
sess, while processing w we guess that each node with
the correct label is a solution to the expression, this
guess is the star in star-dollar word.
So each properly nested string corresponding to an
XML document will be viewed by the automation as
having two distinct marks on the input, a dollar rep-
resenting a potential anchor and a star representing
a potential solution.
Suppose XML document D has nodes labeled by
Σ. Then, the star-dollar alphabet with respect to
document D is defined as (Σ× {⋆, } × {$, }) ∪ Σ¯.
Definition 4. Suppose w is a properly nested string
representing XML document D. We say w is a star-
dollar word if there is some position i ≤ length(w)
such that wi ∈ Σ × {⋆} × {$, } and some position
j ≤ length(w) such that wj ∈ Σ× {⋆, } × {$}.
In other words, a star-dollar word is a properly
nested string with one character marked with a dollar
sign and another (possibly the same) position marked
with a star. Since we may equivalently talk about
trees and properly nested strings, we may view a star-
dollar word as a tree with two nodes marked with
special characters.
Let us define a few useful functions. Let w ∈
WM(Σ×{⋆, }×{$, }), denote all star-dollar words
with respect to properly nested string w as w(⋆, $).
Denote the tree represented by w as Tw.
⋆ : w(⋆, $)→ nodes(Tw)
$ : w(⋆, $)→ nodes(Tw)
◦ : w(⋆, $)× w(⋆, $)→ w(⋆, $)
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The star function returns the node in tree Tw cor-
responding to the star position in w and the dollar
function returns the node corresponding the dollar
position. The circle function takes two star-dollar
words and returns a star dollar word, where the re-
sultant string has dollar position as in the first com-
ponent and star position as in the second component
and erases other special marks. If the star position
from the first component is not equal to the dollar po-
sition in the second component the resultant string is
empty. For example, if w1 = (a, , )(b, , $)(c, ⋆, )c¯b¯a¯
and w2 = (a, ⋆, )(b, , )(c, , $)c¯b¯a¯ then we get
◦(w1, w2) = (a, ⋆, )(b, , $)(c, , )c¯ and if w1 = w2 =
(a, ⋆, )(b, , $), then ◦(w1, w2) = ǫ.
4.2 Construction of VPA
Let us describe a formal construction that takes a cX-
Path expression and produces a VPA that precisely
preserves the semantic meaning of the input expres-
sion. The idea is to construct VPAs for the simplest
cXPath expressions, of the form χ :: a, we will call
these automata simple cXPath automata. Given a
cXPath expression, the main branch is that expres-
sion without any predicate conditions. The key ob-
servation to make is that a solution node to the main
branch of an expression at each step must serve as an
anchor for the predicate expression contained in that
step.
We are ready now to provide an example. In this
paper the labeling on edges will look something of
the form (σ, , ), σ, in the interest of keeping these
drawings clear let us agree that if σ is a call character
then (σ, , ), σ means upon reading σ, push σ onto
the stack and if σ is a return character than (σ, , ), σ
means upon reading σ pop σ from the stack.
Example 1. Consider the following cXPath expres-
sion: /descendent :: c/child :: a[parent :: b], this
selects all the a nodes that have a parent b which
in turn descend from a c node. We want to parse
this expression and from the individual steps, build a
VPA that preserves the semantic meaning of expres-
sion. The simple cXPath automation for the step
parent :: b are described in figure and 7. The au-
tomata that captures /child :: a and descendent :: c
and are the automaton described in figures 6 and 8
without the loops on the initial states.
Let us focus of the step /child :: a[parent :: b].
Take the VPAs that captures /child :: a and parent ::
b, to created a VPA that captures the whole step, we
take a product of the two machines with a modified
transition function defined by the following rules: the
composite machine may move on a dollar position
only if the /child :: a automaton does and we transi-
tion on a star position only if the /child :: a automa-
ton does and the parent :: b transitions on a dollar
position. Figure 4 captures /child :: a[parent :: b].
q0, r0 q1, r1 q2, r2
q3, r3
(σ, , ), σ
(b, , $), b (a, ⋆, ), a
(σ¯, , ),+ (σ, , ),+
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 4: VPA capturing expression /child ::
a[parent : b]
Let us put it all together and build a VPA that
runs successfully if and only the input word corre-
sponds to a tree with the structure described by the
given query /descendent :: c/child :: a[parent :: b].
Take the VPA representing the step /descendent :: c
and /child :: a[parent :: b] take a product and
define a new transition function. This transition
function will allow transition on a dollar position
only if /descendent :: c moves on that dollar po-
sition and we transition on a star position only if
/child :: a[parent :: b] moves on that star posi-
tion and we allow moving on unmarked characters
only if both machines move on that unmarked char-
acter or the /decsendent :: c machine moves on a
star position and the /child :: a[parent :: b] ma-
chine moves on a dollar position. Figure 5 captures
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/descendent :: c/child :: a[parent :: b].
q0, r0, s0
q0, r0, s1 q0, r0, s2
q1, r1, s2
q2, r2, s2
q3, r3, s3
(σ, , $), σ
(σ, , ), σ
(c, , ), c
(σ, , ), σ
(b, , ), b
(σ¯, , ),+(σ, , ),+
(a, ⋆, ), a
Figure 5: Automata capturing /descendent ::
c/child :: a[parent :: b]
The construction we provide is inductive. We first
provide the simple cXPath automata for steps of the
form χ :: a. Once given a VPA that captures χ :: a
it is easy to construct a VPA capturing /χ :: a by
simply disallowing looping on an initial state. We
will provide only the simple cXPath automation for
forward axes. If given a VPA capturing χ :: a where
χ is a forward axis, it is easy to construct the VPA
capturing χ−1 :: a by switching the order the VPA
looks for an anchor and solution.
Lemma 1. For each simple cXPath expression, there
is a VPA that captures expression with at most 4
states.
Proof. Figures 6 through 11 provide the construc-
tions.
(σ, , )
(σ, , $), σ (a, ⋆, ), a
(σ, , ),+ (σ¯, , ),+
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 6: simple cXP automation for the expression
child :: a
(σ, , ), σ
(b, ⋆, ), b (σ, , $), σ
(σ, , ),+ (σ¯, , ),+
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 7: simple cXP automation for the expression
parent :: b
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , $),+ (a, ⋆, ), a
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 8: simple cXP automation for the expression
descendent :: a
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(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , $),+
(σ¯, , ),+
(a, ⋆, ), a
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 9: simple cXP automation for the expression
following − sibling :: a
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , $),+
(σ¯, , ),+
(σ, , ), σ
(a, ⋆, ), a
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 10: simple cXP automation for the expression
following :: a
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , ), σ
(σ, , $),+
(σ¯, , ),+
(σ, , ), σ
(a, ⋆, ), a
(a, ⋆, $), a
(σ, , ), σ
Figure 11: simple cXP automation for the expression
following − or − self :: a
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We now show that for any step, there is a VPA
that captures the expression that is the product of
the simple cXPath automata.
Lemma 2. Suppose χ0 :: a0 and χ1 :: a1 are cXPath
expressions captured by A0 and A1 respectively, then
there is a VPA A that captures χ0 :: a0[χ1 :: a1].
Moreover, A is of size |A0||A1|.
Proof. We define a new machine A that captures the
expression χ0 :: a0[χ1 :: a1], by taking the product of
the machines A0 and A1 and describe the new transi-
tion function where A is allowed to move on a dollar
position only if A0 moves on it, and A is allowed to
move on a star position only when A0 does and A1
moves on a dollar position. Since this construction
is the product of two automata, A must be of size
|A0||A1|.
Intuitively, this new transition function demands
that any solution to χ0 :: a0 must act as a anchor for
χ1 :: a1
Lemma 3. Suppose π0, χ1 :: a1[π1] are cXPath ex-
pressions captured by VPA A0 and A1 respectively,
then there is a VPA A that captures π0/χ1 :: a1[π1].
Moreover the size of A is |A0||A1|.
Proof. Given A0 and A1 we construct A by taking
the product of A0 and A1 and define a new transition
function as follows. Move on a blank position if A0
moves on a star position and A1 moves on a dollar
position or both A0 and A1 move on a blank position,
move on a dollar position when A0 does and move
on a star position when A1 does. Since we take the
product of two automaton, the resultant automaton
has size |A0||A1|.
Theorem 1. For any cXPath expression, there is
a VPA that precisely captures the semantics of the
expression.
Proof. Apply the constructions in the above lemmas.
Predicate expressions containing boolean operators
raise no interesting complications since VPAs are
closed under all these operations as was shown in
[1]. If a cXPath expression does contain a negated
predicate the construction we described above yields
an exponential growth in state space.
Lemma 4. Suppose χ :: a[not(π)] is a cXPath ex-
pression with A0 capturing χ :: a and A1 captur-
ing not(π). The construction above produces an au-
tomata A with 2|A1||A0| states.
Proof. This is a consequence of results shown in [1]
which states that VPAs are closed under complemen-
tation. Essentially we must construct that automata
that captures π and then determinize it to create an
automata that captures not(π) resulting in exponen-
tial growth.
To summarize what we have show: given a cXPath
expression without negated predicates, we can con-
struct a polynomial size automaton with the length
of the query. If the expression does contain a negated
predicate the construction is exponential.
5 Construction Correctness
In this section we show that the construction in the
previous section does indeed preserve the semantic
meaning of a arbitrary cXPath expression. Suppose
that π is a cXPath expression and D is an XML doc-
ument, and A is VPA described by the construction
above. To show that the construction is correct, we
want to show that if w ∈ L(A) is a star-dollar word,
then the dollar position is an anchor for a path with
the star position as a solution to the query. This idea
is expressed precisely in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. w ∈ L(A) ⇐⇒ ⋆(w) ∈ S→(π, {$(w)})
Proof. Suppose w ∈ L(A). A is the composition of
simple cXPath automation as described in the con-
struction. Suppose π = π0/.../πn. Denote the VPA
capturing each step as Ai and the set of star-dollar
words at each step Lpii . There must exist w1 ∈ L(A1)
and w2 ∈ L(A2) such that ◦(w1, w2) ∈ Lpi1/pi2 for
otherwise Lpi1/pi2 is empty. It is also clear that
◦(w1, w2) ∈ Lpi1/pi2 produces a path on D in that
$(◦(w1, w2) is an anchor and ⋆(◦(w1, w2)) is a solu-
tion to π1/π2. Carrying on, it becomes clear that
⋆(w) ∈ S→(π, {$(w)}).
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Conversely, suppose ⋆(w) ∈ S→(π, {$(w)}). This
means that $(w) is an anchor for the expression π and
each Lpi1 , ..., Lpin is non-empty. Clearly then, there
exist w1 ∈ Lpi1 and w2 ∈ Lpi2 such that ◦(w1, w2) ∈
Lpi1/pi2 . Repeating this for each step yields a w ∈
Lpi1/.../pin = L(A).
6 Conclusions
We have presented a novel construction which takes
an expression generated by the cXPath grammar and
converts that expression into a Visibly Pushdown Au-
tomata that accepts a star-dollar word if and only if
the dollar position is an anchor of the expression and
the star position is a solution to the query. Since cX-
Path expression have the same path expressing power
as XPath, this construction operates on a worthwhile
subset of the W3C recommendation. We have exhib-
ited an average case polynomial complexity result for
the construct and it is thus suitable for implementa-
tion.
7 Future Work
We are currently implementing this construction in
Python and are excited so see how it performs in
practice.
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